Cases from Mellahi and Wood’s *The Ethical Business: Challenges and Controversies* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2003) and elsewhere.

Your team (of three) will be assigned one of these cases to prepare for a short (nine-minute) class presentation, with a one- or two-page outline per team to be handed in at the time of presentation.

Contents:

1. Towards Social Accounting?
2. Partnership Agreements — Daimler-Chrysler South Afria
3. British Money in Asian Pulp & Paper
4. Oil Concessions in Angola
5. Redundancy in a Cold Climate
6. Monitoring Financial and Social Conduct
7. Supply Chain Management — GM and Nike
8. Philip Morris
9. Bound By the Chain of Command
10. Fair Trade
11. Retailers and the Environment
12. A CEO — a Chief Ethics Officer?
13. Ethics, at What Cost?
14. Paying Whistleblowers?

You are encouraged to read all of these cases, since they cover a wide span of the manager’s areas of competence and operation.